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Notes/Reflections: 



Students will use drama to explore the story elements of the text Swimmy by Leo Lionni. 
This will be achieved through tableau, pantomime and story-telling during a read-aloud of 
the text. A puppet will enter the lesson to introduce the mini-lesson upon completion of 
the read-aloud. The puppet will model how we identify the beginning, middle and end of 
the story. As a class we will identify the story’s major events and students will then reflect 
on any personal connections they can make to the story’s central message. 
 
Essential Question:  How can theatrical techniques increase comprehension in 

other subject areas? 
 
Process: 
• Introduce the art form of tableau with a warm-up: Statues in the Garden 

• The teacher is the guard and all of the other players are statues in the  
garden 

• The guard counts to ten and says “Freeze”  
• During the count all of the other players cover the space, becoming a  

frozen statue 
• Guard wanders through the garden; when Guard is not looking, Statues 

shift positions 
• If Guard sees a Statue move or in the process of moving, he calls that  

player out 
• Teacher prompts students to create statues in different environments (ie. 

statues we may see in a city, statues of animals we may see in a forest, 
etc...) 

• Read aloud of Swimmy, by Leo Lionni   
• Use tableau to analyze characters, the setting, and the major events 

• Ex: “I wonder what the tuna fish’s face looked like at this point in 
the story?  Can I see everyone make the face of the tuna fish?  
Three-two-one- FREEZE!” 

• Students explore the characters using tableau, movement and pantomime 
at various points in the text (this is all teacher directed and a few students 
are used to model for whole group) 

• Ex: “When Swimmy was exploring the underwater creatures he 
saw some pretty amazing things!  Can anyone remember one 
creature he saw? Please come stand up for us and show me a 
statue of that creature, etc...” 

• Mini-Lesson: Beginning/ Middle/ End 
• Class puppet arrives and visits the Kindergarten class 
• We tell the puppet we are just about to finish reading a story 
• The puppet tells us that he loves retelling the stories and he shares with us 

his “Retell a Story Dance” 
• Students learn the dance: Hand up for the beginning, out for the middle 

and down for the end 
• As a class we create a story map of the beginning, middle and end 
• We illustrate the map and add a sentence to each illustration 
• When we get to the end we discuss the lesson that the school of fish may 

have learned 
• We have a class discussion relating personal experiences to the story’s 

lesson 
• Assessment 

• Students go to their seats reflect on the read-aloud by drawing and writing 
using Beginning/ Middle/ End graphic organizers 

Materials 
- Anchor Chart Paper 
- Markers 
- Beginning/Middle/End Graphic  
Organizer 
- Pencils 
- Crayons 
- Puppet 
- Swimmy, by Leo Lionni 
 
Vocabulary 
Tableau 
A “living picture” in which actors pose and 
freeze in the manner of a picture or  
photograph 
Narration 
The act of telling a story 
Storytelling 
Conveying events in words and images, 
often by improvisation or embellishment 
Character 
A personality or role an actor/actress  
recreates 
Feelings 
Emotions 
Facial Expression 
Use of the facial muscles to convey  
emotion and communicate the feelings 
and thoughts of the characters to the  
audience 
Pantomime 
Acting without words through facial  
expression, gesture, and movement 
 
Classroom Tips 
Use cueing methods when directing  
tableau in your classroom: 
“3-2-1- Freeze” 
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National Standards 
THEATRE ARTS  
Standard 2: Acting by assuming roles and interacting in 
improvisations 
 

 
Assessment 
Formative assessment- Class discussion, Tableaux and Dialogue performed, anecdotal notes when observing students during read-
aloud activities, class reflection/ discussion 
 
Summative Assessment- The Beginning/Middle/End graphic organizer  
 
Extensions 
Writing Extension (Using Visual Art): 
• What did Swimmy learn during the story? 
• How did the school of fish stay safe? 
• Discuss with students how a “school of fish” is much like a family 
• Ask students: Is there a time in your own life where you helped your family much like Swimmy did? 
• Let students pair-share 
• Ask students to return to their tables and draw with crayons about a time when he/ she was helpful to his/ her family much like 

Swimmy 
• Pair-share their drawings 
• Chose a few to share-out with the class 
Visual Art Extension: 
• This could be a part of a much larger Author Study Unit of Leo Lionni’s texts and illustrations 
• Table puppets could be created after reading each story 
• Cover the table with butcher paper and work with the class in small groups to create a back drop for the story using elements 

present in the art work of Lionni’s illustrations (watercolor, texture, crayons) 
• Then direct students to create character stick puppets 
• Let students practice retelling the story using their puppets on a table on top of the scenery 
• Video and use for Formative Assessment measure 
Math Extension: 
• Create math story problems using the characters in Swimmy and gold fish for manipulatives 
• Students can create their own stories and get in pairs to test them out with one another 

Common Core Georgia 
Performance Standards 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
GRADE K 
ELACCKRL1:  With prompting and support, ask and an-
swer questions about key details in a text. 
ELACCKRL2:  With prompting and support, retell familiar 
stories, including key details. 
ELACCKRL10:  Actively engage in group reading activities 
with purpose and understanding.  
 

Georgia Performance Standards 
THEATER 
GRADE K 
TAESK.3: Acting by developing, communicating, and sus-
taining roles within a variety of situations and environments  


